Vowel Matching

First say the words and think about their vowel sounds. Then draw lines connecting the words that have the same vowel sound in the middle. Each word in the top row goes with one word in the bottom row.
Consonant Matching

First say all of the words that go with the pictures below. Then draw lines connecting the words that have the **same consonant sound at the beginning**. Each word in the top row goes with one word in the bottom row.
More Consonant Matching

Connect the words that have the same consonant sound at the end.

- duck
- fan
- couch
- nut
- salt
- hook
- bone
- match
Hide & Seek: Long & Short Vowels

First pick out two different colored markers. Then read the words and say their vowel sounds. Circle all the words with long vowels in one color. Circle all the words with short vowels in the other color.

boat  vase  fish  sock  
ride  cone  fan  rope  
meat  duck  bone  match
Hide & Seek: b & d

Pick two different colored markers.
Circle all the b’s in one color.
Circle all the d’s in the other color.